WESTERN PROVINCE PREPARATORY
SCHOOL
As you deal with lockdown and online classes, please choose to make every day a great
day. Find ways to play. When interacting with others, stay focused in order to be present.
Find someone who needs a helping hand, a word of support, or a good ear – and make their
day.
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From the Deputy Headmaster’s
Desk
We do hope that you are all well and that you have found the
energy and some sort of resourcefulness to enjoy the two long
weekends, which would usually be such a welcome break from
rushing around!

ongoing inculcation of our core values, especially courage and
accountability, will see us through.
I close with this from Nelson Mandela in the light Freedom Day
last Monday: “It always seems impossible until it’s done.”
OLIVER STEYNOR

As teachers, we spend a fair amount of time thinking about what
makes for good education and how best to incorporate these
ideas into the system we know as school. A good education should
thoroughly prepare children to become productive and happy
members of the society in which they live. With the changes and
advancements in the world over the last 20 years since the
wholesale adoption of the internet as a tool for accessing
information, the question of the relevance of what we are
providing in terms of education is even more prevalent.
As we have tried to keep education relevant in the age of the
“information superhighway”, questions have arisen over the
necessity for school and the system as it presently exists. Our
current situation has given us all the perfect opportunity to
understand the complexities of school and the limitations of
education beyond the context of real human interaction. The
advancement in online systems of education, its use during
day-to-day learning, and the methods that Wetpups has adopted
has allowed us to continue with an education for our boys in
terms of their academics, and to a certain extent, arts and physical
exercise. Boys playing physical games, interacting with friends
(and with others with whom they get along less easily) and
learning together to overcome problems are some of the
elements that they have missed to a greater or lesser degree.
Chatting to boys online has revealed their thoughts on this. Even
Grade 7s, who at best will begrudgingly admit they “sort of like”
school, now crave the social interaction that the environment
offers. The sterility of the online environment is evident. There is
no place for the raconteur, the collaborator, humour or the quiet
sharing of philosophical ideas. The subtle cues such as body
language are lost in our online learning, as they are in your
business meetings. We need these to make decisions around our
behaviour and our further courses of action. Social interaction in a
non-remote sense, is an innate human need.
Nevertheless, we will continue to do our best to give our boys the
opportunity to learn online, and do this until we can return to
some sort of normality. We have, and will continue to follow up
on work that is handed in and assess their learning in this manner.
The outcome can be assessed, but in the online forum the
process of learning is less seen. Teachers rely on this to assess
certain skills and to get to know boys’ characters. They learn
about each boy and see what makes him think harder and grow
more passionate about his learning and the environment in which
he lives. At this stage though, we can rely on our historical
knowledge of each Wetpup to continue to encourage and cajole
each and every boy to give of his best. This, along with the
celebrating life and learning
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Grade 1 Tracing their Hands

Grade 1B Online Learning

Colour Wheel - Dylan Davies Grade 4

Thought for the Week
“Kindness is the golden chain by which society is bound together.”
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832)
celebrating life and learning

Grade 2Y Life Skills and Art

Grade 2Y Freedom Day Messages
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Grade N Online Learning
Grade N has started their new theme pack. The boys are learning
about texture and opposites this week. They have used some lovely texture using things from the garden and the home. We would
like to encourage the use recyclables in art.

Grade R Online Learning
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Grade 1B Online Learning
Over the past two weeks, the boys have been working really hard
at home. They have built forts in which to read, as well as ships
and boats out of LEGO or blocks. They have attended all their reading group sessions and are reading like stars! It has been wonderful
to see their creativity and eagerness to learn.
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Music Department Online Learning
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Grades 4 - 7 Art

Oscar von Ruben - Grade 6

James Malan - Grade 6

James Thomason - Grade 4

Heath Williams - Grade 7

Matt le Roux - Grade 6
celebrating life and learning

Grades 4 - 7 Art

Luca Williams - Grade 6

Jesse Hosking - Grade 4

Sitting by Myself - Samuel Hosking Grade 7

Andy Warhol Art - Jonathan Clogg - Grade 7

Thomas Hughes - Grade 4
celebrating life and learning

